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Robots! 
by:Julie Peters, Gianna Battaglia,Devyn 

Kershner 
 

We stopped in to see the      
robot cohort. We first asked Ms.Hillen      
a question to see if she was looking        
forward to anything in her cohort, and       
why or why not? She answered with, “I        
would like to see the kids beat the        
maze in one class period.” She also       
said it was difficult but when you put all         
the steps together you could get it.       
Next we asked Krista Soldevilla if she       
liked her cohort,and if not what could       
be changed? She answered by     
explaining she does like the cohort      
because she likes to do advanced      
thinking which is used while coding      
finches on her chromebook. We also      
asked her if she was looking forward       
to anything in her cohort? She      
answered with “I am looking forward to       
coding the finches or coding a robot       
because it is very exciting and      
enhancing.” We were impressed with     
how advanced the cohort was so we       
asked Krista 

one more question.  
(Article Continued on Page 2) 
_____________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Coleman 
_________________________________ 

Mr. Coleman’s Trips 
Around the World 

by: Anna Sisca 
_________________________________ 

Many students know that WHS      
Social Studies teacher, Mr. Coleman,     
loves to travel around the world!      
Recently, I asked Mr. Coleman about      
all of his trips around the world. The        
first question I asked him was, “What       
was your favorite trip out of the USA        
you’ve ever been on, and why?” He       
replied with, “Greece, because it was      
a trip of planes, trains, automobiles,      
and ships, also being able to      
experience the culture. It is very      
different and unique from here in the       
United States.“ It seems like he      
enjoyed his trip! Next, I asked him if        
he could live in any place that he’s        
traveled, where would it be? He      
answered with, “Austin Texas.” That     
seems like an interesting place. The      
next question I asked him was, “What       
was the worst thing that ever      
happened to you while traveling?” He      
replied with, “My debit card wasn’t      
working so I had no money!” (Article       
Continued on Page 2) 

Field Trips with Mrs. 
Campbell 
by: Katie Sabo 

 
On January 23, I interviewed 6th       

grade Team  
Leader Mrs.  
Campbell 
about the field   
trip that we   
are going on   
in February.  
The field trips have always been      
some of the most exciting parts of the        
Swedesboro Woolwich School   
District, especially to the kids. Mrs.      
Campbell was happy to let me know a        
very a lot of information about the field        
trip and why it has to do with some of          
the curriculum we are learning in      
school. 

Mrs. Campbell had some very     
intriguing answers when asked these     
questions. First, I asked her where we       
were going for the field trip this year.        
“We are going to the University of       
Pennsylvania Museum,” she stated    
proudly. This led me to my second       
question. “What days are the classes      
going on this field trip?” Mrs.      
Campbell checked her computer, but     
then quickly answered, “The third floor      
is going on February 27, and the first        
and second floor are going on the       
28th.” 

I figured students would be     
interested in what kind of artifacts and       
interesting items they’ll be (Article     
continued on page 2) 
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(Robots article continued from page     
1) When we asked her if she expected        
the cohort to be like this, without       
missing a beat she said “No, I       
expected to build and figure out actual       
robots.” She did say that overall she       
enjoyed the cohort and was happy to       
be in it!  

After we finished up with     
Krista we asked Jacob Hamaty some      
questions. He first was asked to rate       
the cohort. “It’s a 7 out of 10 because         
easy, but can be hard. Although it’s       
not exciting or entertaining.” We then      
wondered if he expected the cohort to       
be like this and if he was happy with it,          
so we asked him. He then said, “Yes        
and yes because it’s cool.” We closed       
off the robots interview with one last       
question with Jacob. When we asked if       
the cohort was fun or not he said that         
he does enjoy it because it helps you        
learn a lot and it’s really intriguing to        
see if the little robot will do what your         
computer does or does not. While      
watching them do their thing, we saw       
that they had mini robots hooked up to        
their computer and they had to get it        
do some actions. They were also      
trying to beat a maze type thing that        
looked very intense and hard! The      
robot cohort looks like a lot of fun! 
 

 

The Robot Cohort hard at work! 

 
 

(Mr. Coleman article continued    
from page 1) That must have been       
scary! The next question I asked him       
was, “What is one place that you       
really want to travel?” He said, “I       
really want to travel to South Africa.”       
The final question I asked Mr.      
Coleman was, “Where do you think      
you will travel next?” He answered      
with, “France”. Bon Voyage! 
______________________________ 

How Valentine's Day 
Came to Be  
by: Danae Pieters 

_________________________________ 

Ah, Valentine’s Day, the day     
of the year where my parents give       
each other chocolate covered    
strawberries, and my sister and I eat       
them all. Most of all there is love        
everywhere. Have you ever wondered     
how Valentine's Day became a thing?  

The story behind Valentine's    
Day comes from a saint. This saint       
was called St. Valentine, which is      
where the name comes from.     
Valentine was a priest in the Roman       
century. When Emperor Claudius II     
saw that single men were better than       
married men with families and a wife,       
he outlawed getting married. When     
Valentine realized this he helped     
young lovers get married in secret.      
Claudius II found out that this was       
happening so  
(Article continued on page 3) 
 

(Field Trip article continued from     
page 1) seeing during the trip. I asked        
these questions and Mrs. Campbell     
answered after thinking, saying,    
“You’ll be seeing lots of mummies,      
and also going on a Docent led Tour.”        
(Docent: A person who acts as a       
guide.) 

I asked her some questions     
about her experience with the field trip       
andI how long she’s been planning      
the field trips for Walter Hill. She took        
a while to answer, obviously thinking      
about the question. After thinking, she      
answered, “About fourteen years.” 

I then asked, “What is your      
favorite thing that you’ve seen or done       
on one of these field trips?” Mrs.       
Campbell immediately answered me    
optimistically; “I would have to say the       
Japan and China Area in the      
museum.”  
How long has this been the field       
trip for the Walter Hill School? 
Mrs. Campbell: This year is the sixth       
year. 
What does this field trip teach the       
sixth graders? 
Mrs. Campbell: It aligns with the      
social studies curriculum for the entire      
year. 
Are there any other events taking      
place at Walter Hill that you are       
looking forward to? 
Mrs. Campbell: Well, coming up we      
have March Madness during Spirit     
Week and the next Behavior     
Ceremony,  

I would like to thank Mrs.      
Campbell for planning many various     
events at Walter Hill, and also thank       
her for being a fantastic math teacher       
and being able to do this interview.       
Have fun at the field trip, Hillionaires! 
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(Valentine’s Day article continued    
from page 2) he sentenced Valentine      
to death. Of course there are more       
legends, so no one knows what really       
happened, but another legend states     
that Valentine was killed trying to help       
Christians escape the Roman prison.     
According to one legend, an     
imprisoned Valentine actually sent the     
first “valentine” greeting himself after     
he fell in love with a young girl,        
possibly his jailer's daughter, who     
visited him during his confinement.  

At his burial, the Christian     
church decided to make the     
anniversary of Valentine’s death or     
burial, a day of feast. In Rome there is         
a legend that on this day every year        
women had to place their names in a        
pot and men had to pick a name and         
they would be paired with each other       
for a year. It usually ended in       
marriage. 
___________________________________ 

The Woronicak Wonder 
by:Olivia Ammazzaorsi and Rylee Finnegan

 
There are so many teachers at       

Walter Hill, and one teacher has been       
teaching here for 16 years- Mrs.      
Woronicak. We interviewed and asked     
her some questions because we     
wanted to know more about her. We       
started by asking her what her favorite       
part about teaching was and Mrs.      
Woroniak said, “I like to build      
relationships with my students.” Mrs.     
Woronicak said that her favorite part      
about math was showing the different      
ways that math can work. The subject       
that Mrs. Woronicak taught before     
math was all subjects in special      
education. Even though she has     
taught every subject, she loves to      
teach her favorite subject - math.There      
is not another subject (Continued     
above)  

 

that she likes to teach and she would        
love to teach math all day, every       
day.She was inspired to become a      
teacher because she wanted to work      
with children and make an impact.      
Mrs.Woronicak’s favorite teacher was    
Mr. Keating when she was in 3rd       
grade at the Walter Hill School.  

 
 

 
  

 
 
 

Mrs. Woronicak, WHS Math 
Teacher 

___________________________________ 

A Look into Character Ed 
By: Addison Springer  

We wanted to know more     
about character ed so we took to the        
library. The library gave us valuable      
information.  

The very first question we     
wanted to know was, “What is the       
best part of this cohort?”. We learned       
that the best part was learning and       
working together. Also, learning how     
to make people feel better using      
empathy. Lastly, getting to learn good      
character traits like empathy and     
respect.  

Next, we wanted to know     
“What does this cohort teach kids?”      
We learned that the cohort teaches      
them about respect, empathy, and     
how to be nice to other students. It        
also shows them the right thing to do        
in a situation. Third of all, we asked     
the teachers “What is the best part of        
teaching this cohort?” We learned that      
they get to do a lot of fun projects and  

(Continued above) 

(Continued from Character Ed) the     
kids can be creative. They get to talk        
about different scenarios.  

Lastly, we wanted to know,     
“What might improve this cohort?”.     
We learned that not assigning the kids       
seats, more partner activities, a visual      
model of how to handle it would all        
improve it. There is nothing to really       
improve this cohort. 

In conclusion, we learned that     
this cohort teaches ideas that are      
important for all students to know. 

___________________________________ 

What Would We Do 
Without Mrs. Pastic? 

by:Olivia Ammazzaorsi and Rylee Finnegan
 

If you ever venture onto the      
second floor, you might find our      
guidance counselor’s office, Mrs.    
Pastic! Have you ever wanted to ask       
Mrs. Pastic questions so you could      
find out some more about her? Well,       
we did that for you. We asked Mrs.        
Pastic what her favorite part about      
working in a school was, and she said        
she likes being able to help kids with        
their problems. Mrs. Pastic has been      
a counselor for five years and before       
that she was a stay at home mom.        
(Article continued on page 4) 
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(Mrs. Pastic article continued from     
page 3) She loves to teach, and when        
she was in school, she had a teacher        
she liked to talk to. This teacher, Mr.        
Buffet, helped her with her problems,      
and Mrs. Pastic wanted to do that for        
other students. If you ever need some       
advice, or simply want to say hello,       
stop by to see Mrs. Pastic!     

 

 Sports 

_________________________________ 

Super Bowl LII 
by:Sean Kirwin

 
On February  
4, 2018,  
Super Bowl  
LII began at   
6:30 pm.  
The Patriots  
won the  
toss, so the   

Eagles got the ball. The Eagles were       
not able to go the whole way, but        
made the field goal. The Patriots had       
the same exact drive as the Eagles.       
The drive after that, Nick Foles made a        
long pass, and it was caught by Jeffery        
in the end zone. Jeffery’s catch would       
be the last point of the first quarter.  

To start the second quarter     
the Eagles made it to the red zone.        
The Patriots are placed 1st in red zone        
plays. The Eagles managed to get the       
rush by Blount into the endzone. The       
Eagles did not miss the kick, so the        
score was 13-3.  Though the Patriots  
 

(Super Bowl article continued) were     
not giving up, and Rob Gronkowski      
caught a long pass, and fell into the        
endzone. The Patriots got the ball      
back and did not quite get to the end         
zone, so they made a field goal. Next        
came Corey Clement with another     
long touchdown that was almost     
called out of bounds. The Eagles      
went for the 2 point conversion and       
missed by a drop from Jeffery. Those       
plays would bring us to half time.  
The Patriots got the football to start       
and it was finished by a running play        
by James White. The next play for the        
Eagles was the highlight of the game.       
The Eagles were 4th and goal and       
went for it. They did a trick play and         
passed the football to Foles for the       
touchdown! The Patriots got the ball,      
and Tom Brady threw a long pass to        
Chris Hogan for the touchdown.  

For the last quarter, the      
Patriots got the ball back, and soon       
the Eagles would have it because      
Rob had another touchdown. The     
Patriots had their first lead of the       
game, but not for long.The Eagles      
trudged their way up to the redzone.       
They passed the ball to Zach Ertz       
who dove in for the touchdown. The       
Eagles were up by 5 points.  

The Eagles’ Zach Ertz catches a 
touchdown pass in the 4th quarter 

of Super Bowl LII. 

It looked like the last drive of       
the game when Brandon Graham     
came out of nowhere and forced a  

(Super Bowl article continued)    
fumble that was recovered by the      
Eagles. The Eagles made a field goal       
to make it an 8 point game.  
On the last play of the game, Tom        
Brady was almost sacked but     
managed to get the throw off. It went        
up and was incomplete. The Eagles      
had done it, their first Super Bowl       
victory! The final score of Super Bowl       
LII was Patriots 33 and Eagles 41!       
After the Eagles won, thousands of      
fans took to the streets to celebrate.       
Some people overdid it and there      
were reports of a flipped over car,       
broken shop windows, and people     
climbing lamp posts.  

On February 8, 2018, there     
was a giant parade and 3 million       
people were expected to come. The      
parade lasted for hours. The parade      
was a great way for fans to show their         
support for their underdogs, and for      
the team to show their appreciation      
for the fans.  
 
 
 
 
 

“We all we got! We all we       
need!”~Philadelphia Eagles 

 

 
 

WHS students show “Eagles 
Fever” after the Super Bowl! 

(Sports continued on page 5) 
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_________________________________ 

MLB Preseason Talk 
by:Sean Kirwin

 
Surprisingly the NFL is over,     

and soon MLB spring training will      
begin. Spring training will begin on      
Friday, February 23rd, and the first      
opening day game is March 29th.      
During the break there were many      
trades going on. To me,right now, the       
best team looks like the New York       
Yankees. Last year the Yankees     
received a player named Aaron Judge      
who hits complete bombs. Aaron won      
the 2017 Home Run Derby. His      
teammate Gary Sanchez went all the      
way to the semi-finals but lost.      
Another player that stands out to me is        
their new player Giancarlo Stanton.     
He was with Miami but got traded to        
the Yankees. The Yankees have     
many more good batters and some of       
the best pitchers. The Philadelphia     
Phillies did not do very well. They got        
a couple new pitchers and Rhys      
Hoskins from last year who had so       
many home runs as a rookie. 

The MLB draft will be held June        
4-6, 2018. The first pick will be made        
by the Detroit Tigers. The next 4 picks        
are the Giants, Phillies, White Sox,      
and Reds. The Dodgers released a      
player named Chase Utley last year,      
and he went as a free agent. Now the         
Dodgers are bringing back Chase to      
the team. The Dodgers are looking      
forward to Utley’s team leadership     
back on the team, and hopefully they       
will be a bit better. Let’s take a        
flashback of the 2017 World Series.      
The 2 teams playing were the Dodgers       
and the Astros.  Both teams had  

(MLB article continued) amazing    
seasons. The series was tight going      
all the way to the game 7 , but the          
Astros were able to pull of the last        
game. One of the best games to       
watch was game 5 with a score of        
12-13 that ended in the 10th inning.       
We are going to have to wait and see         
for the season to start! 

 
___________________________________ 
The Luck of Super Bowl 

LII 
by:Sean Kirwin

 
Could the Philadelphia Eagles    
winning Super Bowl 52 be lucky to the        
town of Philadelphia? Ever since the      
Eagles won, the Philadelphia sports     
teams have been doing really     
incredible. Let’s start with the Flyers      
that are 10-1 since February 4th.      
They are beating teams that they lost       
to earlier in the season. The past       
couple of games for the Flyers helped       
them get to 1st place, but now 2nd for         
the Metropolitan Division. The other     
Philadelphia team that is playing right      
now is the 76ers. They are doing       
great, but not as quiet as well as the         
Flyers. Right now since February 4th,      
the 76ers are 7-2. A big part of their         
team is the big man and all-star, Joel        
Embiid. The Philadelphia 76ers are     
located 6th in the Eastern     
Conference. Both teams are doing so      
much better than last year. 
 
 
 

___________________________________ 

Entertainment 

___________________________________ 
Movie Review: Moana 

by:Hellen Ortiz
 

Summary:Moana, the main character,    
is the chief’s daughter. She is told by        
her grandmother to sail across the      
sea to find Maui, a demigod. Together       
they sail on their quest of trying to find         
the heart of Te Fiti-an island deity. If        
they don’t, all of the islands will       
crumble into ashes and disappear.     
Along the way, she learns more about       
herself and that she is stronger than       
she thinks.  

My Review: This movie was     
definitely one of the most popular      
Disney movies ever. It had catchy      
songs, beautiful colors, and    
animations. This movie also had a lot       
more action scenes compared to     
other Disney movies. Another thing I      
liked about Moana was that the movie       
kept me really entertained, not     
wanting to miss anything about it. I       
would without a doubt rate it 5 stars.  

 
 

___________________________________ 
Movie Review: La La 

Land 
by:Luciana Pasquarello

 
Summary: Mia is a struggling     

actor and Sebastian is a struggling      
musician. One night, Mia is walking      
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___________________________________ 

Read Across America 
By Devyn Kershner and Gianna Battaglia  
___________________________________ 

This week was Read Across 
America week, 
and here at the 
WHS, we 
celebrated 
reading and 
competed in fun 
challenges. The 
first challenge 
was D.E.A.R. 
(Drop Everything 
And Read) 

Throughout the school day during our 
usual activities we would all of the 

sudden hear an announcement to drop 
everything and read. We did this for 10 

minutes, then we went on with our 
school day. It helped us read more 

and get more minutes for our Million 
Minute challenge. The second 

challenge we took on was the “Cat in 
The Hat” challenge. The winner will 

receive a pizza party. The winners so 
far are Mrs.Campbell, Ms.Hillen, 

Mr.Coleman, and Mrs.Clifford. This 
challenge encourages kids and 

teachers to learn and have fun while 
doing it! Everyday for a week there 

were Dr. Seuss-related questions on a 
document. Each class had a 

researcher, scripter, and runner. The 
researcher looks up the answers, the 
scripter documents the answers on 
paper. The runner runs around the 

school looking for a hat which a 
teacher hides throughout the day. 
Whichever class finds the hat and 
answers the question correctly first 

earns a point. The class who has the 
most points at the end of the week 
gets a pizza party. If we have a tie, 

perhaps we will break the tie by doing 
a harder round with those classes. 

Have fun and good luck to all! 

___________________________________ 

Macaron Recipe 
By Devyn Kershner and Gianna Battaglia  
___________________________________ 

 
 
Mmm… the smell of a 

delicious macaron. Have you ever 
wondered how the devine treat is 
made? Well, today you will learn 
exactly how to make the macaron. 
Although it takes a whole 2 hours to 
bake, the long wait is worth it for the 
sweet taste of the macaron. 

Ingredients: 
1. 1 ¾ cup of 

confectioners sugar 
2. 1 cup of almond flour 
3. 3 large egg whites at 

room temperature 
4. ¼ teaspoon of cream 

of tartar 
5. A pinch of salt 
6. ¼ cup of superfine 

sugar 
7. 2 to 3 drops of gel 

food coloring 
8. ½ teaspoon of vanilla, 

almond, or mint 
extract 

The first thing you will need to 
do is put 1 ¾ cup of confectioners 
sugar in a large mixing bowl. Then 
add 1 cup of almond flour, a pinch of 
salt, and ¼ cup of superfine sugar. 
(Mix well) In a separate bowl add your 
wet ingredients. First 3 large egg 
whites at room temperature, then 1/4 
teaspoon of cream of tartar. 
(Continued right-) 

home with her friends when she hears       
a wonderful piano player. Sebastian     
plays plays the piano at a restaurant       
at night. When Mia goes to      
complement him, he rejects her. They      
end up meeting each other at the       
cafe, where Mia works, every morning      
for coffee. They end up getting really       
close to each other. Although what      
will happen when Sebastian gets an      
offer that he can’t refuse?  

Review: I think that this movie      
was an amazing movie. If you love       
musicals this is the perfect movie for       
you. It has a hint of romance with the         
love of friendship. It helps you learn       
that if you really want something you       
have to fight for it.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 
 
(Macarons continued) After that add 
2 to 3 drops of gel food coloring, 
finally add ½ teaspoon of extract of 
your choice. 
Then you will want to add your dry 
and wet ingredients together. You can 
mix it using a beater. Once it is 
completely mixed line 2 trays silicone 
mats. Make sure you preheat your 
oven to 300 degrees. Then put the 
macarons in the oven for 15 minutes 
at a time. When they are finished take 
them out and let them cool for 30-40 
minutes. Now you have a delicious 
sugary treat and it’s ready to eat.- 
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___________________________________ 

Chocolate Chip Cookie 
Dough Truffles 

By Addison Springer  
___________________________________ 

Ingredients: 
● ½ cup salted butter, at room 

temperature 
● ¾ cup light brown sugar, 

packed 
● 1 teaspoon vanilla extract  
● 2 cups all-purpose flour 
● 1 (14 ounces) can sweetened 

condensed milk 
● 1 cup miniature semi-sweet 

chocolate chips 
● Wilton chocolate wafers, to 

melt for dipping 
● additional chocolate chips, 

sprinkles, etc., optional for 
topping the truffles 

Directions:  
 

In a large bowl, use electric mixer to         
cream together butter and brown     
sugar. Add vanilla. Beat in flour, 1 cup        
at a time, until it is incorporated and        
you no longer see chunks of brown       
sugar (if you spot any, just squish       
them). 
Beat in sweetened condensed milk     
and mix until well-combined. Stir in 1       
cup of chocolate chips. 
1. Cover bowl and refrigerate until      
dough is firm (at least 1 hour- maybe        
more... you want the dough to be quite        
firm). Use a small cookie scoop to       
scoop out heaping Tablespoonfuls, roll     
into balls and place on a waxed       
paper-lined cookie sheet. Place all of      
the rolled balls back into the      
refrigerator until you are ready to dip       
them in chocolate. 
 
 
 
 

(Truffles continued) 
1. Melt chocolate bark in a glass 

bowl- easiest to do in the 
microwave in 30 second 
bursts, stirring after each 
heating time, until smooth. 
Use a spoon to help you dip 
the chilled dough ball into the 
chocolate and roll it around to 
cover all sides. Place it on a 
waxed paper-lined platter. 
Sprinkle with any desired 
toppings. Repeat with the rest 
of the dough balls. They'll 
begin to set pretty quickly. 
Keep them refrigerated until 
ready to serve. 

 
 

____________________________________ 

Mint Chocolate Chip Ice 
Cream Recipe 

By Isabella Ross 
____________________________________ 

Ingredients: 
  
                2 cups 2% milk 
                2 cups heavy cream 
                1 cup sugar  
                 ½ teaspoons salt  
                 1 teaspoons vanilla extract 
                 1 teaspoons peppermint 
extract 
                 3 drops green food coloring 
                 1 cup miniature semisweet 
chocolate chip. 
-In a large bowl, stir together the milk, 
cream, sugar, salt, vanilla extract, and 
peppermint extract until the sugar 
dissolved. 
 

  (Ice Cream continued)  
Directions: 
-Color to your liking with the green 
food coloring. 
-Pour the mixture into an ice cream 
maker and freeze  according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. 
-About 10 minutes into the freezing, 
add the chocolate chips. 
-About 30 minutes later, after the ice 
cream has thickened, spoon into a 
container and freeze for 2 hours.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Strawberry Shortcake 
By Natalie Palese 

___________________________________ 
 
Have you ever 
heard of a 
strawberry 
shortcake? If 
so, you will 
enjoy treat. 
This treat is 

something you might not need a 
parent for.  A Strawberry shortcut is a 
smaller version of a strawberry 
shortcake.  All you will need is 6 cups 
of sliced strawberries, ¼ cup of sugar, 
1 package of prepared pound cake, 
and a thawed 8 oz tub of Cool Whip.  
     To start off you have to toss the 
sliced strawberries is the ¼ cup of 
sugar, and let it sit for 10 minutes. 
While you are waiting, cut your pound 
cake horizontally in half. Now place 
your strawberries on the pound cake, 
then plop your Cool Whip.  Then 
make the next one. I encourage you 
to try this because I think it’s the best 
treat for the flu season.  
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